
                   George P. Kansas
                            Survivor Athlete Father Author

! ! ! ! ! “George talks about the transformational power of
! ! ! ! !   the words we choose... His words change lives!”
! ! ! ! ! ! ! Susan Rouselle, Director, Stowe Weekend of Hope

                               Choice of Titles/Topics 

1) Missing Link Leadership/(The Omega Mindset - T.O.M.) - What’s possible in the board room, on 
the playing field and in the home when you take 100% responsibility for your individual choices, 
actions and outcomes, and face the present with confidence, trust and love.

2) The Power of Paradox - Creative Problem Solving, Communication & Team-Building using the 
ancient Spartan practice of seeking an unlikely source for solutions. This highly interactive and 
entertaining program is a consistent crowd pleaser. Great for teams in transition seeking fresh, 
creative solutions to the challenges of the 21st century!

3) iCanSir! - How changing the words you choose can powerfully change the 
experiences you live! Includes the popular “8 Words That Saved My Life... and 
Could Change Yours!” George shares his experience recovering from a rare blood 
cancer and how it can help you transform your life! Wonderful for healing 
audiences, health care groups, and mission-driven organizations.

4) Jumper Cables for the Soul/Quitting is NOT on the Menu! - The Power of Goals, Purpose and 
Knowing in your bones! Learn the G.P.K. Formula and how it can change your life! Features George’s 
trademarked process “Emotional Archaeology”! Included in George’s books by  the same titles, this 
program inspired the popular Tele-seminar Mind2Market!

Choice of Experiences*
*Denotes a Most Requested Experience. 

*20 to 90 minute Keynote Address  -  Perfect, energy-boost to kick off/end-cap your powerful event.
*Three-hour “play-shop” - Highly energetic, interactive  and effective. Scientifically designed to yield 
! ! maximum integration of leadership & communication principles through practice and play.
Half-day/Full-day Intensive with/without off-site outdoor activity such as hike, rock-wall, trapeze, etc.
Weekend Advance (don’t call it a “retreat”!) - 2 or 2.5 day, Executive Intensive, Team Getaway, etc.

In each experience George creates for you, he shares many  of the humorous 
lessons gleaned from raising his children as a full-time single father and 
attorney, harrowing tales from his Leukemia experience and anecdotes from 
the hundreds of fascinating people he’s worked with from pro football players 
& rock stars to entrepreneurs & CEOs! Fees include donations to animal 
rescue, survivor conferences and other charitable causes. Weekend 
experience rates do not include overnight accommodations, meals or travel 
and accommodations for speaker. Call or write for rates and a complete intake 
interview to determine the most cost effective program options for making your 
special event the most powerful it can be!
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